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ABSTRACT 
An integrated, compact piezo-hydraulic actuator system 

for active vibration was designed and developed with a 
primary application for gas turbine aircraft engines. 
Copper tube was chosen as the transmission line material 
for ease of assembly. Liquid plastic which meets 

incompressibility and low viscosity requirements was 
adjusted to provide optimal actuator performance. 

Variants of the liquid plastic have been prepared with 
desired properties between -40 0  F and 4000  F. The 

effectiveness of this hybrid actuator for active vibration 

control (AVC) was demonstrated for suppressing critical 

speed vibration through two critical speeds for various 

levels of intentionally placed imbalance. A high accuracy 
closed loop simulation which combines both fmite 
element and state space methods was applied for the 

closed loop unbalance response simulation with/without 
AVC. Good correlation between the simulation and test 

results was achieved. 

NOMENCLATURE 

C active active damping of feedback control system. 

G 

	

	adjustable derivative path gain of hybrid 
controller. 

ale 	adjustable proportional path gain of hybrid 

controller. 

G d(s) unit derivative path transfer function of hybrid 

controller. 

Gp(s) unit proportional path transfer function of hybrid 

controller. 

Gi(s) 
	

feedback electromechanical component transfer 
function representations (i=1,...,7). 

Ghat,c4) basic transfer function of digital programmable 
low pass filter. 

control force distribution matrix. 

GHC(s) hybrid controller transfer function. 

Pais) piezohydraulic actuator control force to 

rotorbearing system. 

adjustable 	cut-off frequency 	of digital 

programmable low pass filter. 

'(Co 
	cut-off frequency of basic transfer function of 

digital programmable low pass filter 

/can? active stiffness of feedback control system. 

probe distribution matrix. 
s* (s) 
	

rotor motion at probe location. 

hydraulic actuator input displacement, or 
piezoelectric actuator tip displacement. 

W1(r) state space variables of feedback 
electromechanical component (i=1,...,7). 

sensitivity of the probes (7874 V/m). 

INTRODUCTION 
AVC has been applied to various rotorbearing systems 

for suppressing vibration by adding active damping or 
shifting critical speeds. An AVC system consists of 
sensors, controller (analog or digital), power amplifiers, 
and actuators. Although considerable research has been 

done on developing effective active control algorithms, 
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optimal control strategies, robust control, and QFT, much 
less has been done on actuator development. Piezoelectric 

actuators, magnetic bearing, and electromagnetic shakers 

are used as actuators due to their high bandwidth, large 

stroke, and force. Desirable features for actuators with 

AVC application on rotating machinery such as jet and 
rocket engine includes: small size for compactness, high 

force and stroke, and high/low temperature operation. A 

closed loop electromechanical simulation model also is 
essential for designing rotorbearing system AVC. 

Accurate predictions of forced response, critical speeds 
and stability are required to assure machinery health and 

reliability. 
The previous test results of the current authors showed 

unbalance, subsynchronus and transient suppression by 

incorporating a PD controller and piezoelectric actuator 

(Palazzolo, et.al ., 1991). Subsequent papers by the authors 
examined electromechanical stability simulation for the 

piezo-actuator AVC system (Lin, et.al , 1991) and 

automated feedback gain selection (Palazzolo, et.al ., 1991) 

for the piezo-actuator AVC system. Piezo stacks may be 
too large or environmentally susceptible to locate in the 
volume envelope adjacent to an aircraft engine bearing. 

Hence, the concept of a hydraulic actuator, remotely 

driven by a piezoelectric stack was conceived. The output 
piston and transmission tube would be sufficiently small 
to position in the bearing compactment. Rashidi and 
DiRusso (1991) and also Ulbrich (1991) conducted 

research on a hydraulic actuator system for AVC. These 
research efforts employed a membrane construction for 

the piston which would provide a permanent seal. This 

configuration could be prone to accumulate bubbles 

reducing the effectiveness of the actuator, may fail from 
high cycle fatigue, or may reduce output stroke due to 

secondary deformation in the membrane. In addition, wear 
limitations, large space requirements, and low frequency 
response of mechanical valves limit the engineering 
application. Montague, et.al  (1991) detected leakage and 

fatigue problems in their membrane type hydraulic 
actuator experiments. Tang, Palazzolo, et.al  (1993) 

developed a new piezohydraulic actuator system for 
rotorbearing AVC. The configuration consists of a 
piezoelectric actuator and hydraulic transmission line with 
a liquid plastic fluid. AVC tests on an air turbine driven- 

dual overhung rotating test rig verified the effectiveness 

of this new actuator system for different stainless tube 

lengths and diameters. 

A closed loop simulation of the AVC dynamic system 

is required to predict the system's stability, critical 
speeds, and unbalance response. Lin and Palazzolo (1991) 
used a 2nd order low pass electric filter to model the 

component's frequency characteristics. Maslen and Bielk 

(1991) presented an approach for coupling the frequency 
dependent components of the feedback loop to a structural 

finite element model with generic defined transfer 
functions. However, no details were provided for curve 

fitting, state space variable transformation, and 
electromechanical system coupling procedure. Ku and 

Chen (1992) presented a FE. based method for stability 

analysis of electromechanical system (ES) model for an 

industry pump. Ramesh and Kirk (1992) made a 
comparison of closed loop simulation between the F.E. 
approach and transfer matrix method. Tang and Palazzolo 

(1993a) presented a general methodology which couples 

a finite element based model of the rotor with state space 
models of feedback control electromechanical 
components. This method was first applied to a cryogenic 

magnetic bearing test rig at NASA Lewis to predict the 
stability boundary and critical speeds with various 
feedback controllers. Good agreement was achieved 
between test and simulation. 

This paper presents the active vibration control results 

of an air turbine driven test rig at NASA Lewis with a 

piezohydraulic actuator system. The closed loop 
electromechanical simulation method which accounts for 

non-ideal behavior of the feedback components is 

employed in predicting the unbalance response with and 
without active vibration control. Figure I a shows the air 

turbine test rig assembly, and Figure lb shows the 
piezohydraulic actuator system. The hybrid piezohydraulic 
actuator consists of a piezoelectric tube and output 
piston/cylinder, as shown in figure 2. The piezo stack is 

rated for a 90 micron stroke, 3000. N maximum force and 
3. khz resonance. The transmission fluid is a specially 

developed liquid plastic (Tang, 1993 b) and is sealed at 
the pistons with double "0" rings. The tubes are vacuum 

filled to prevent bubble formation in the fluid. 
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TEST RIG AND SYSTEM MODEL 
A sketch of a doubly overhung, air turbine driven test 

rig, and a diagram of the AVC feedback 

electromechanical components is shown in figure 3. This 

test rig includes a 2.5 cm diameter shaft which is 61.0 cm 

in length, a 14.0 N overhung disc which is 13.0 cm in 

diameter and two squirrel cage mounted ball bearings. 

The closed loop AVC system consists of a hybrid piezo-

hydraulic actuator system which is integrated in a block 

with x and y path copper tube transmission lines of OD 

9.53 mm (3/8"), a hybrid ND controller which is 

composed of PID analog electric circuits, 

summer&buckout circuits, a digitally programmable low 

pass filter, signal amplifier, ATE power supply & BOP 

power amplifier. The outboard squirrel cage bearing 

which has stiffness 1.4E+6 N/m is externally forced by 

the x and y pair of piezohydraulic actuators. The inboard 

squirrel cage bearing is in passive contact with an 

orthogonal pair of piezoelectric actuators which are turned 

off electrically and have a stiffness of 6.6E+6 N/m in 

each direction. Figure 4 shows the rotorbearing finite 

element model and control flow diagram for the system 

shown in figure 3. The rotor was modeled by beam 

elements with gyroscopics. The feedback 

electromechanical components are represented with 

independent state space equation matrices. 

TRANSFER FUNCTION REPRESENTATIONS OF 
THE CLOSED LOOP ELECTROMECHANICAL 

MODEL 
The general equation of an n degree of freedom model 

for the rotorbearing system may be expressed as; 

(01 01)8.41,001.1.(m.-lic ifo-ar) rim\ 	 40,0 

Lallagadl 0 Li 0 frLJ 

(1) 

where 

unbalance force vector or external force vector 

(n x 1) 

Fdr) 
	

control force vector (n x 1) 

Al 
	

mass matrix (n xn) 

damping coefficient matrix (n xn) 

stiffness coefficient matrix (n xn) 

X(t) 	displacement vector (n x 1) 

X(t) 	velocity vector (n x 1) 

,?(t) 	acceleration vector (n xl) 

number of degrees of freedom for a rotorbearing 

system dynamic model 

where I represents the identify matrix. Equation (I) may 

be time scaled to reduce the possibility of numerical 

problems which may occur in the closed loop dynamic 

analysis. 

Set; 

1 t i•At and dts—dt i  
A 

where 

A 	represents a time scale factor (usually between 

10E+3 and 10E4-6) 

Substitute equation (2) into equation (1) to obtain the 

final form; 

ft 
oy 1,0) NrAIC MA-2111/10) (....f;,p ,A . ( 0,1„.0 ,1 (3) 

041()) 	0 Y(e)n 0 j 0 j 

The dynamic characteristics 	of the feedback 

electromechanical components can be represented in 

transfer function forms. These forms are obtained by 

curve fitting experimental data to complex rational 

functions. This approach. may yield open-loop unstable 

representation of the individual components, indicated by 

both positive and negative coefficients in the transfer 

function's denominator. This results from the imperfect 

representation of the component and may be eliminated 

by deleting all negative coefficient higher order terms in 

the denominator. These deleted terms are very small and 

are thus neglected. This was performed in all cases 

discussed below, and resulted in no detectable change in 

the goodness of the curve fit. It should also be recognized 

that open loop instability of an individual component in 

the feedback loop does not necessarily produce total 

system instability since other sources of phase lead 

(damping) may exist in the system. 

The PID hybrid controller consists of three main parts: 

PID analog circuits, summer & buckout circuit, and 

(2) 
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digital programmable low pass filter. In figure 4, G 1 (s) 
represents the transfer function of the hybrid controller 

derivative path from the rotor displacement x(s) to the 
derivative output V2.  Hence; 

V2(s) 
Gio,Gc)--1A1440eG;(3) 

IV) 

IA1416,397E-5s 

1+321E-50+3.78E-10:2 •244E-12s$-IASE-211 4  +7 A72-27r 5  

I AlOgG ,337E-5s 

1.3.211-5s.3.72E-10: 2•224E-Lis' 

is the sensitivity of the displacement probes 

(7874 V/m). The term 1.414E is the equivalent 

sensitivity of the probes due to their 45 0  

mounting. 

x*(s) 	is rotor displacement of the node which the probe 
senses 

Gc 	is the adjustable derivative path gain of the 
hybrid controller 

Gd*(s) is a unit transfer function of the input signal V 1  

to output V2 in figure 4, when GeO, and 
Gc=1.0. The term Gd*(s) was measured by spectrum 
analysis, and has the curve fit shown in figure 5. The 
term G2(s) is the transfer function of the hybrid controller 

proportional path from displacement x*(s) to hybrid 
controller output V3 . 

VAT) 
G24,6,)•-- -1.414(0 ,P;(1) 

n(s) 

1.1.(106-53.6.39E-11, 444E-169 -8.25E-231 4 -2415E-27s4  

1414toiose 
	

(5) 
IADICG,032 

I .1.69E-5r6J9E-Ils 2 .2.04E-16,4' 

and GK  is the adjustable proportional gain. 

The term G *(s) is the unit transfer function of the input 
V 1  to output 1/3  in figure 4, when G x=1.0, and Gel 

Figure 6 shows the curve fit for G(s). The summer & 
buckout circuits in the controller have frequency 
dependent characteristics at the higher frequency ranges. 
Their transfer function 63(5) is given by a curve fit to the 
measured transfer function as shown in figure 7. The term 
04(s, 4.) represents the transfer function of the digitally 
programmable low pass filter which has a cut-off 
frequency I. 

92  G4s)g). 
1+1.42E-55+4.77E-11s: 

14-b1s +6,52  • bns • 

The complete transfer function of the hybrid controller is 

a combination of equations (4),(5),(6), and (7), which 
gives; 

GE6(s)164s,Gc)+G2(3,GE)1G3(s)64(s, ft) 	(8) 

where; 

Gyc (s) hybrid controller transfer function 

The correlation of results obtained using equation (8) 

and test results at a combination of gains Gel 0.0 db, 
and Ge3 db is shown in figure 9. The transfer function 

G5(5) which represents the dynamic model of the 

piezoelectric actuator in figure 4 is given by (Tang, 
1993); 

o 	 5.2E-7+2.8E-17s1  	(9) 
1+8.843E-16s+1.784E-93 2 +4.35E-160+826E-20s 4  

The last component in the feedback path is the 

hydraulic actuator. Its output force characteristic was 

described in (Tang, 1993) as; 

01(r)-642)f(0 ) 
	(10) 

where 

1.36 106+8.7263 	.1.36 106+8.726s  (11)  
1+1285 10-4s-1.2638 104s2  1+1.285 10's 

0.42+1.189 	10-6s 	0.42+1.189 10 -02) GO= 	 • 
1+ 1.0411 10-3s-4.861 10-7s2 	1+1.0411 10-3s 

(4) fc)- (7) 
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where Wi(t) is a 5 x 1 state variable vector, and (21) 

(14) 
B, 0 

1 
Asb, 

A, 

111,05 • A3 V/301)4.B3(V20 1)+ Via 

° A3w0)+1131P60)-8,2w,o) 

V40) • Epps) 

0 	1 } 

As  e 	 b, ( 

A2&2  Bbs  

0 	1 	0 	0 	0 
0 	0 	1 	0 	0 

.. 
0. 	. 	0 

_Lb. , 	, 	bs 	bs _ 	- 	_ 
LON A4 b, LON A2b 1  Lb, 

x 1 (s) hydraulic actuator input piston displacement, or 

piezoelectric actuator tip displacement. 

Foils) the control force acting on the outboard bearing 
case through the hydraulic actuator output piston. 

The terms G6(s) and GIs) were measured in bench tests 

of the actuator. 

 

0 	0 
o 	0 	1 	0 	0 

, 

0 	0 	0 	0 	1 
1 	b, 	b2 	b, 	b, _ 	_ 	_ 	-._ 

Asb, A' b, Ai b, A2b, Ab, 

   

    

  

0 
18) 

0 A2` 

 

  

  

esb, 

 

    

STATE SPACE REPRESENTATION OF THE 

FEEDBACK ELECTROMECHANICAL MODEL 	 c2 .0.414tozao  0 0 0 0 0) 	(19) 
The standard state space representation of transfer 

functions of any feedback component can be obtained by 

the transform method (Tang, Palazzolo, et.al , 1993). 

Hence, the transfer function Gi(s,Gc) of the hybrid 	 ao • 0.92, a,- 0, bl • 1.69E-5, br 6.39E-11 
(20) 

controller derivative path in equation (4) can be written in 	 k• 2.04E-16, be-3.25E-23, bc-2.05E-27 

state space equation form as; 

14,1 (e)-A,W 10) +81e(e) 	
(13) 	Summer and DC Bias Buckout 

 

i 0 0 0 0 0 0 
831 •B,C.,-1A14fG oa, I)  1 0 0 0 0 

Ab, 

 

Ces(0 1.414EGoo1A 0 0 0) 	(15) (22) 

  

ao• 0, tic-3.9E-5, 61 - 3.21E-5, k• 3.78E-10 
(16) 

b,• 2.24E-15, be-1.48E-21, be  -7 .47E-27 

State space representations of the remaining components 

are listed below; 

Hybrid Controller Proportional Path  

esci 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
11,2•11,C,•1.414tG 	1 0 0 0 0 oi 	

(23) 
ti2/2, 

W2(4 )•4-2 W20 •824 'a) 	
( 17) 

	 Ciao 01 
	 (24) 

V201).C,W2(t) 

a,,• 0.92, al= 0, 1,1 = 1.421E-5, be 4.775E-11 (25) 
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Low Pass Filter 

, BC 

,  BC 

,A3.2=15.0) 

k= 

0 
0 

1 

(26)  

(27)  

(28)  

(29)  

(30)  

(31)  

(32)  

(33)  

and 

Gpresion  Preston Amplifier Gain 
100K Hz 

GB0P+ATE 	BOP Power 

Supply Gain=7.5 
Hydraulic Actuator 

=2.0, cut-off 

Amplifier and 

+&r(t) 

o 
/c i 1 

frequency 

ATE Power 

(34)  

(35)  

(36)  

(37)  

(38)  

(39)  

(40)  

(41)  

by the 

output of the 

EQUATIONS 
can be simulation 

AC 

Piezoelectric 

W40') = A 41114ep-B4 V405 

A4 914(t).B4C3 W3(t) 

0 	1 	0 	0 
0 	0 	1 	0 
0 	0 	0 	1 

1 	61 	b2 	63  _ 	_ 
10k 	A'1, 	ION 

(a, 	0 	0 	0) 

aeon. bt. 355E-1 	,,_8262E-2 

b3= 9.97E-3 ,  b 	5.74E-4 

Ti'205-A2W2(e) 

178(t)=C 2012(e) 

(o 

	1 

4,. 	bi  _ 	1 
A 2b2 	4b2  

E7 =(cso  

au= 0.42, a,- 1.189E-3, 

P16(t 1)=A6W30 1)+ 116C3W3(e) 

1:(t5=2*C6W60 1) 

0 	1 

Asf 
8202 	802 

C6-(a0  

ao= 136E+6, a l = 8.726, bi = 

The term 	fc*(t) 	is the control 

hydraulic actuator and is the state 
state space equation (38). 

ASSEMBLY OF THE CLOSED 
A complete closed loop dynamic 

A 4k4  

1 

A 2b, 

ai A) 

1.041E-3, b2 - -4.86E -7 

•B4C7 V1205 

0 

B3-i 

f: 

Actuator 

As' 

C3 =GPA(A„ a, 

ac520E-8, 

6,-1.0E-5. 

W3(t 1) 	- 431V3(t1)+82 17341) 

- A 39720+B50,W401) 

1160 1) 	- C5W5(e) 

0 	1 	0 	0 

0 	0 	1 	0 

0 	0 	0 	1 

1 	b 1 	 b3 b2 _ 	_ 	_ 	_ 
A`b, 	4364 	42134 	Alb, 

024 2) where (G„-G 	4.0 

a2-2.8E-18 

62 - 2.0E-5, br 8.0E-15, 

8

1 
20 

2 

4,4) 

1.286E-4, 82 = - 1.264E-8 

force provided 

variable 

LOOP 73E-19 
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4ve)-A2II,(95 -8,x(r) .0 (47) 

Similarly, equations (21), (26), (30), (34), and (38) can 

be rewritten as; 

implemented by the following 3 steps. Step 1 is to 	By substituting equation (46), equation (17) which is the 

identify the transfer function representations 	of all 	state space representation of the proportional path 

feedback components which were curve fitted in the 	becomes; 

previous section. Step 2 is to transform the transfer 

function to state space representations. Step 3 is to 
rearrange the state space equations and define the control 

force distribution matrix and sensor distribution matrix 

which couple the feedback electromechanical 
representations with the rotorbearing dynamic model into 	 iir3o)-A3 w30) 	-8328,20-0 	(48) 

a total system matrix. 
The closed loop dynamic equation of the air turbine test 

rig with the AVC is obtained by combining state space 

equations (13), (17), (21), (26), (30), (34), (38). Equation 
(3) which represents the rotorbearing dynamic model can 040 1)-46w605- Ascw,(t) -B 6ciP405-0 (50) 
be rearranged by shifting the control force vector from 

the right side of the equation to the left side; 	 and  

Tais fte)-A,W50 1)-BsC,W,(0•0 
	 (49) 

i ) 

( 	E(r5) 0 1 	

O

[ 
A 2 	A2 

101) 
0 	 0 J 	0 

(42) 

1117(t)-A7W7(t) -Bit'0 1)4 

-8.,nr(r)so 

(51)  

(52)  

Equation (13) represents the derivative path of the hybrid 
controller and can be rewritten as; 

Fic(t)-A i Wat fr) -Dix '0-0 
	(43) 

where x*(t2 is the rotor displacement which the probe 

senses, and can be represented by; 

n4r").121((t) 
	

(44) 

By substituting equation (44), equation (43) can also be 

written as; 

0/10-A 1  WI  (e) -B 1PX(t)•0 
	 (45) 

where P is defined as the probe distribution matrix. For 
a probe at the WI global dof number, the P matrix has 
the following form; 

00-0-0 

P.11 I I- l i 1 raw 	 (46) 
0 - 1 0 - 0 

 
0 0 - 0 - 0 

1 	I 	! 	1 	-.1 

For equation (38), the control force can be written as; 

/:(0-2.C6tc(e) -0 

Defme; 

Me)-arne)-z.o 

where G is called the control force distribution matrix. If 

the actuator is located at global degree of freedom 

number j, G has the following form; 

Gil 

0 

By combining equations (42), (45), (47), (48), (50), (51), 

; 

1 

0 

(53)  

(54)  

jth row (55)  
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(52), and (53) , the closed loop system dynamic equations 

can be written into a state space representation as; 

14Q Z F 
	 (56) 

where; 

system 

dynamic matrix of closed loop AVC system 

state space variable vector of closed loop AVC 
system 

state space force vector of closed loop AVC 

AOC 33-13 9 	0 	0 	
2 	0.3-143C, 

a 	a,  
4 	a 0 a 0 	a 	9 	0 

O -A, a 	0 	0 	0 	0 

• -0,3 9 -A. 0 	0 	0 	0 0 

O 0  -0., 	 a 	0 	0 	0 

a 	a 	9 0 -34C, -A, 	0 	0 0 

0 	0 0 0 a -BA -A, 	a a 

imams., -A. -BA 

0 -3,30 0 	9 	a 	0 	A 

The unbalance force in equation (56) can be written as; 

.1 
F v(t5=ing co2C sintati (X thralls* 

=cot' (y direction) 

The steady response of the state variable vector is; 

	

Z=Z Biwa' 	 (59) 

where 

	

171 e  ; 	unbalance mass 

	

Ce  ; 	eccentricity distance 

	

; 	frequency (rad/s) 

	

Z ; 	the complex amplitude of the state space vector 

The unbalance response of a system with AVC can be 

obtained by solving equatio (56). The stability analysis 
of a closed loop AVC system can be performed by 
letting; 

X 	is the eigenvalue 

is the eigenvector 

CORRELATION OF SIMULATION AND TEST 
RESULTS 

Active vibration control was used on the air turbine test 

rig with the piezohydraulic actuator system shown in 
figures la, lb, and 2 at NASA Lewis. The tests were 

performed to compare unbalance response with control 
and without control. Unbalance response test results were 

obtained by adding an imbalance to the outboard disk at 
a radius of 50.8 mm (2.0 in) and measuring the unbalance 
response at the outboard disk, outboard bearing, middle 
shaft, inboard bearing, and inboard disk. Figures 10, and 

11 show the first and second modeshapes with the 
piezohydraulic actuator and feedback PD control at gains 

Ge5.6, and Ge-40.0. The first natural frequency in 

figure 11 is less than without control due to an active 
stiffness (controller proportional gain is 5.6) which 

shifted the first natural frequency down to about 90 hz. 

Closed loop unbalance response simulation was obtained 

by solving equation (56) with various test parameters 
(unbalance mass, controller gains, and probe locations). 
Figures 12 and 13 show the correlation of simulation 

and test results for unbalance responses (an unbalance 

mass m e ).6 g on the outboard disk) in the X direction at 
the outboard bearing location, and outboard disk location, 

respectively. The passive tare damping employed to match 
the uncontrolled response were 150 and 50 N.S./m, and 

were applied at the outboard bearing location and inboard 
bearing location respectively. The derivative gain and 

proportional gain of the hybrid controller are -40, and 5.6, 

respectively. The feedback active damping and active 

stiffness can be calculated by multiplying the derivative 
path transfer functions at frequency-4) or Hence, 
from figure 4, the active damping can be written as; 

(57)  

(58)  

F=0, and Z= 
	 (60) 	

Gi(s) WO)G4(s)G,(s)G,(4) 	(62) 

and solving the following eigenvalue and eigenvector 
problem; 

W*0 Z= 0 	 (61) 

where 

and from equations (4), (6), (7), (9), and (11), equation 

(62) can be written as; 
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C 	=1.414x7874 x3.97E-5 xiGcl x0.92 	(63)  

x0.87x 15 x5.2E-7x2x1.36E+6 N s Im 

when 0e-40.0, the active damping is: 

C 	=1.414 x7874x3.97E-5x40.0x0.924.87 

x15 x52E-7x2x1.36E+6 
	 (64) 

=300 Ns/in 

Similarly, by multiplying the proportional path transfer 
functions, the active stiffness can by written as; 

-I.414EpaG3(.0G4(s)G,t,$);(0),4 	(65) 

By applying equations (5), (6), (7), (9), (II), and 
Ge.5.6, the active stiffness is: 

K 	=1.414x7874x0.92x5.6x0.92x017x15x 

5.2E-7 x2 x136E+6 
	 (66) 

=0.974E+6 N/m 

Figure 14 shows the effectiveness of the AVC with 

increasing levels of imbalance. Figures 15, and 16 show 

the unbalance responses at the outboard bearing and 

outboard disk locations after removing a ring which 
weighs 8.04 N (1.8 lbs) from the outboard disk to raise 
the critical speeds. Significant reductions in vibration 

were again achieved by the hybrid actuator system. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A compact piezohydraulic actuator system using liquid 

plastic as a transmission fluid, and a copper tube as a 
transmission line was employed in AVC of an air turbine 
test rig. Significant reductions of vibration were achieved 

at the first critical speed. A closed loop unbalance 

response simulation with AVC was also developed in this 
research. The new dynamic models of the piezoelectric 
actuator, hydraulic actuator, and digital programmable low 

pass filter were included in the closed loop system 
modeling. Transfer functions were identified from 
measured data and state space representations were 

employed to account for the non-ideal behavior of the 
feedback electromechanical components. This simulation 
approach was verified by good agreement with test 
results. 
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